


Aerialgrip® products offer a complete 
solution for pole hardware, for FTTX and 
outside plant applications, making the 
installation and identification effortless, saving 
time and money. This product line is 
manufactured in a combination of our metal 
stamping and injection molding factory.



Metal Stamping
Factory

Injection Molding
Factory

Here we produce most of 
our metal pole hardware.

Since 2014, our plant manufacturers 
various products through our 4 
injection molding machines such 
as cable markers and pole hardware.



PRODUCTS



Fiber Optic
Storage Units

AERIALGRIP ® Fiber storage units are sold as pairs 
and are used to conveniently store an extra length of 
cable for later use and can be used for a butt splice or 
in-line splices. AERIALGRIP ® Cable Storage Units 
have been designed to minimize labor and 
installation cost, allowing emergency repairs, 
growth, splicing and maintenance for fiber optic 
cables in a economical and easier way.



ADDS Dead - End

The AERIALGRIP ® Lite Tension Dead-End is designed to terminate 
short span for fast and easy installation of your ADSS cable. The 
Dead-End is a single layer component that offers an economical 
solution and is ideal for low tension & low voltage environments. This 
unique low-cost product is used in typical spans with 1%-2% 
installation sag. The product effectively transfers the low axial load on the 
cable at the end of the dead-end legs.



Support for ADDS Cable

AERIALGRIP®  offers multiple hardware 
options depending on cable OD, span distance, 
NESC conditions and line angles to gently but 
firmly suspend and distribute efforts on ADSS 
cable thru different cushion inserts to avoid 
slipping, cable damage and fiber attenuation. 
Designed for installation through strapping or 
screwing. Cushions are made from a soft, 
dielectric material that gently grips the ADSS 
cable. Our different suspensions options are 
made from Aluminium or hot dipped galvanized 
steel with the advantage that all components 
may be reused as desired.



Fiber Drop Clamps

They are made of Stainless steel and are used to 
support both ends in an aerial service drop 
installations. Because of it compact size, price and 
ease of use as well as the interchangeable shims this 
allows the installation from 1 to 6 drops depending 
on the cable size as well as the ability to use for 
different cable diameters that can be round, square 
or flat drop cable applications. In most cases the 
mechanical strength exceeds the yield strength of 
drop cables because of this it is used as a standard 
by the telecommunications industry.



Wire Clamp
AERIALGRIP® offers multiple versions of high quality 
steel galvanized span clamps that can withstand corrosive 
environments and help relieve tension along the span at this 
point  to quickly install fiber optic service and drop cables.



Strap and Buckle
The stainless steel straps and buckles are very versatile and 
easy to use and give a clean appearance while protecting 
against corrosion that is why it has become the standard 
choice for a lot of our customers to fix our pole hardware to 
any round surfaces. AerialGrip®  offers multiple strap sizes 
conveniently packaged in plastic totes for easy installation  as 
well as the installation tools.



Utility Markers & 
Warning tapes

These products help the 
telecommunications & utility 
companies quickly Identify 
ownership of fiber optic cables 
& inner ducts and prevent 
costly digging accidents.



Utility markers 
products 

Free wrap around cable marking 

Hang Around cable Markers

Underground Warning Tape 

detectable and non detectable

Identification  letters and numbers

Cable tags

Ground markers
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